PROJEC T OF DISTINC TION ™
Lake George, NY

SIGNATURE SERIES TRANSIT SHELTERS

your community. your style . your signature .
Connecting passengers to freedom of travel with safe and clean bus stops.
PROJECT SCOPE

LOCATION

Keeping in mind the location, and natural beauty of Lake
George, Tolar Manufacturing Company provided a stable
and durable shelter, with a focus on the ease of use for
passengers taking advanatage of outdoor activities.

Located on a direct land route between Albany, NY
and Montreal, Quebec, Canada, Lake George lies in the
state of New York’s northeastern region, in the upper
part of the Great Appalachian Valley, and drains into
Lake Champlain and the St. Lawrence drainage basin.

Tolar-built custom Voyager Max Canopy shelter now
lines the streets of beautiful Lake George. The 62-ft
long axel open concept canopy is specifically designed
to capture the scenic lake background, with each transit
shelter featuring 8mm bronze twin-wall polycarbonate
roof panels secured by gasket pressure ribs and fully
welded steel columns with spoke roof support assemblies. Solar illumination provides important visibility and
security. For passenger comfort, the shelter includes
five Mesa platform benches, with seat delineators.
For ease of travel, the shelter has a custom passenger
information kiosk. The shelters and kiosk are made to
withstand Lake George’s seasonal climates with a durable baked premium powder coat finish.

The lake has a nickname, “Queen of American Lakes.”
The idealistic location and beautiful views made it a
treasured tourist attraction for the rich and famous
in the 19th Century. Well-known families such as the
Rockefellers, Vanderbilts, and Roosevelts, frequented
the lake and even owned summer properties in the areas surrounding and along the lake.
While Winter in Lake George involves freezing temperatures and heavy snowfall, Spring in Lake George is
said to be unforgettable. Visitors and locals can enjoy
endless outdoor activities; hiking, biking, rafting, and
fishing. A special and popular sweet season in Lake
George is maple season. A local tradition involves three
full weekends of maple producers and farmers, opening
their doors to the public for tasting, and a fun-filled day
of learning about the production process.

A Word from Our Founder...
“We welcome projects like Lake George, when
we get to blend our design creativity and sound
structural engineering to build a shelter that
meets our high company standards while meeting
the needs of the residents and visitors to this
beautiful community,” says company founder,
Gary Tolar, “We appreciate the confidence the
project developers placed in Tolar Manufacturing
to create a durable solution for this busy mobility
hub in a bustling city, but here the challenge was
to create what’s needed in a functioning shelter,
including passenger amenities, solar solutions,
and durability, all while reflecting the beauty of
the surrounding area.”
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Creating bus shelters and other outdoor structures of durability
and distinction that reflect the character of your community
. . . that’s the Tolar Difference.

SIGNATURE TRANSIT SHELTERS
ON THE STREETS: SIZE AND DESIGN EXAMPLES
Here are just a few examples of unique Signature designs and creative styles
developed for clients across the country who desired a look that emphasized
their community’s distinctive appeal:

SIGNATURE VOYAGER SAN LUIS OBISPO, CALIFORNIA
17-ft Signature Voyager spoke-style cantilever shelters with integrated
steel strap benches and trash receptacles.
This shelter option allows for six feet of adjustments in either direction providing
flexibility to accommodate maximum shade at the installation site. Illuminated
with low-draw LED lighting, the transit center features two, oversized, back-toback media display kiosks and real-time bus arrival information providing critical
passenger information in San Luis Obispo, California.

SIGNATURE SUNSET CHAMPAIGN, ILLINOIS
Nine shelters in five distinctive Signature Sunset models ranging
from 12-ft to 48-ft in length manufactured for the Champaign-Urbana
Mass Transit District located on the University of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign campus.
The shelters encompass passenger amenities including electric LED roof
lighting, Signature Mesa benches and leaning rails, and map cases perfect for
displaying passenger information in all nine of the shelters.

SIGNATURE VOYAGER MAX FARMINGTON, NEW MEXICO
There are 16 of these shelter sets connecting the Farmington
community in NM.
11’ X 9’ is reinforced by two 4” X 6” posts with spoke support for polycarbonate
roof panels and features a 10’ Perforated metal freestanding windscreen, 6’
Mesa bench with two-seat delineators, and a 32-gallon perforated metal trash
receptacle with a hard rubber liner and rain bonnet.

SIGNATURE VOYAGER MONTEREY PARK, CALIFORNIA
17-ft non-advertising spoke-style transit shelter with radius roof, aluminum roof
panels, integrated aluminum framed slat bench, and solar illumination

These styles are representative of product options within this series.
visit w w w .tol armfg . com for additional ide as , options and specifications
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